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JEANRICHARD
JEANRICHARD - AQUASCOPE LADY
JEANRICHARD is complementing its Aquascope Lady range with a stunning version in white: a
new balanced look for this sport-chic diver's watch, demonstrating that glamour and high-tech
watchmaking complement each other perfectly…
JEANRICHARD is complementing its Aquascope Lady range with a stunning version in white: a new balanced look for this sport-chic diver's
watch, demonstrating that glamour and high-tech watchmaking complement each other perfectly…
The origins of the JEANRICHARD Aquascope date back to the 1960s, when the Brand was making a name for itself with its diving watches.
Although retro-inspired, the model boasts a resolutely contemporary character. It has taken centre stage with a seductive piece created
exclusively for women. Following on from the Aquascope Lady Night, whose femininity was underscored by an intense black, the Aquascope
Lady Day opts for the purity of white.
A subtle harmony of nuances and light effects enhance its brilliance: the iridescent mother of pearl dial features eight diamond hour markers,
reflecting the strap's satin-finished sheen. The steel case is embellished with an aluminium rotating bezel with a polished satin finish.
The Aquascope Lady Day meets all of JEANRICHARD's traditional requirements in terms of accuracy. This diver's watch is therefore
equipped with the JR1000 automatic winding calibre developed and produced in the Brand's own workshops. The case, also developed and
produced in-house, is water resistant to 300 metres and equipped with a second screw-down crown which allows the bidirectional rotating
bezel to be turned in order to measure the dive time.
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Technical Specifications
CASE
Steel case, aluminium bezel
Dimensions : 44.50 x 40 mm
Height : 11.85 mm
Antireflective sapphire crystal
Screw-down case-back
Water-resistant to 300 m
Screw-down crowns : 2
External bidirectional rotating bezel
MOVEMENT
JEANRICHARD movement JR1000
Automatic winding
Calibre : 11 ½’’’
Frequency : 28,800 vibrations/hour (4Hz)
Jewels : 27
Power reserve : minimum 48 hours
Functions : hours, minutes, seconds, date
DIAL
White mother-of-pearl dial set with diamonds
Arabic numerals and indexes in luminescent material
Rhodium-plated hands with luminescent material
STRAP
White fabric strap with satin-effect finish
Stainless steel folding buckle
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